The emerging field of cardio-oncology involves assessment of cardiovascular disease specific to patients with or surviving cancer ([@R1]). Cancer survivors experience a 5-fold increase in the risk for developing heart failure, myocardial infarction, pericardial disease, or valvular abnormalities compared with their siblings without cancer ([@R2]). Each disease process may be noninvasively assessed with cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) to establish a diagnosis or to guide therapy to address cardiovascular disease ([Central Illustration](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R3]--[@R5]). In this report, we review the use of CMR for assessing the heart and surrounding structures in patients with or surviving cancer suspected of having cardiac abnormalities.

THE ROLE OF CMR IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANCIES {#S1}
=============================================

Several cardiac abnormalities may result from cancer or its treatment that promote a CMR evaluation ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Preserving left ventricular (LV) function is often critical to enable delivery of one of several cancer therapeutic options designed to improve overall survival in patients with cancer. Thus, measurement of ventricular volumes, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), and mass is a frequent consideration for patients receiving cancer treatment. Even though transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and radionuclide scintigraphy are often used to measure LVEF in patients receiving potentially cardiotoxic chemotherapy ([Central Illustration](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), CMR is useful when one needs to characterize the LV myocardium to determine the etiology of a reduced LVEF. Myocardial inflammatory or infiltrative processes (e.g., myocarditis, amyloid, or iron deposition) serve as examples for which serial CMR LVEF and tissue characterization measures may be beneficial ([@R6]--[@R9]). In addition, CMR may differentiate the etiology of a newly identified abnormal myocardial mass, evaluate a pericardial disease process, or determine the cause of a valve leaflet abnormality during the same examination when LVEF is measured.

PERFORMANCE OF CMR {#S2}
==================

Descriptions of CMR imaging techniques, acquisition parameters, and analysis methods are provided in one of several publications authored by the Society of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance, the American College of Cardiology, and the American Heart Association ([@R7],[@R8],[@R10]). As of 2018, suggested revisions to imaging protocols, analysis methods, and reporting structures are currently under development with the Society for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance, with expected release in late 2018 or early 2019. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} categorizes existing magnetic resonance methods into those that provide anatomic, functional, and tissue characterization information that is useful for diagnosing the conditions described within this review. Throughout the paper, tables are provided that highlight key CMR imaging methods and features.

At present, several CMR imaging techniques incorporate the administration of gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs). It should be noted that the administration of GBCAs can be associated with 3 untoward conditions: 1) allergic reactions to the agents themselves (dependent on GBCA type) with an incidence of 1:10,000 to 1:40,000 in the general population; 2) a serious but rare risk for nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in those with renal insufficiency; and 3) recent findings related to the unknown clinical significance of the potential accumulation of gadolinium in the brain stem after repetitive administration of these agents ([@R11]--[@R13]). These risks should be considered when evaluating any patient undergoing a CMR examination, but particularly in patients with cancer who, like other populations, may receive repetitive GBCAs to assess the extent of their malignancies. Gadolinium-enhanced contrast studies may provide clarity for questions related to tissue characterization.

LV DYSFUNCTION {#S3}
==============

To date, LVEF is the most widely used measure for identifying LV dysfunction resulting from the administration of cancer therapeutics ([@R14],[@R15]). Early cardiooncology studies identified that declines in LVEF after anthracycline administration are associated with development of congestive heart failure ([@R16]). Noninvasively, LVEF may be measured using radionuclide multiple-gated acquisition, 2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) TTE, cardiac computed tomography, and CMR ([@R5],[@R17]--[@R21]).

Reductions in LVEF after anthracycline treatment were first observed with radionuclide multiple-gated acquisition scans in the 1970s ([@R16],[@R22]). Because radionuclide multiple-gated acquisition and cardiac computed tomography incorporate ionizing radiation, a limitation in patients who may be exposed to ionizing radiation exposure for treatment of their cancer, the use of TTE and CMR is increasingly preferred for performing serial measurements of LVEF during receipt of potentially cardiotoxic chemotherapy ([@R23]).

CMR measures of LVEF are most frequently quantified from a contiguous short-axis series of slices spanning the cardiac apex to its base using a steady-state free precession cine white-blood imaging technique ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The LV endocardial border contours from the end-diastolic and end-systolic frames in the cine sequence are used to provide LV cavity areas for each slice. By multiplying the area from the corresponding end-diastolic or end-systolic frame by the slice thickness, a volume for each slice of the cine sequence is obtained. By summing the volumes of all the slices and accounting for the interslice gaps, one can derive left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV) and left ventricular end-systolic volume (LVESV) using the modified Simpson rule ([@R10]). The LVEF is then calculated by subtracting LVESV from LVEDV and dividing this value (LV stroke volume) by LVEDV ([@R10]).

Serial CMR imaging studies of women treated for breast cancer after receipt of anthracycline-based chemotherapy have demonstrated declines in LVEF both during and 12 to 24 months after initiating therapy ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Importantly, some studies have indicated early declines in LVEF 1 month into therapy, which translates into receipt of only 1 or 2 doses of an anthracycline agent. The prognostic implications of these acute changes are not yet known.

Several primarily echocardiography based algorithms have been proposed for monitoring cardiotoxicity (defined as LVEF decline \>10% to \<53%) in the setting of trastuzumab and other targeted therapies ([@R14],[@R24],[@R25]). Recent consensus statements recommend baseline evaluation of LVEF with 2D or 3D echocardiography. If the LVEF is \<53% by echocardiography or if poor image quality prohibits measurement of LVEF, CMR is recommended ([@R14]). Similar algorithms are proposed for surveillance of patients with cancer and survivors ([@R14]).

CMR is of particular advantage in this population because of its high spatial and temporal resolution, reproducibility, and accuracy for LVEF quantification to detect subclinical declines in LVEF, which may occur as early as 1 month after the receipt of cardiotoxic therapies ([@R26],[@R27]). In the St. Jude Lifetime Cohort of adult survivors of pediatric cancers, Armstrong et al. ([@R28]) performed a head-to-head comparison of 2D and 3D echocardiographic measures with CMR measures of LVEF. The results of this study indicated that LVEF values derived from 2D echocardiography overestimated the mean LVEF by 5%. Importantly, 11% of patients were misclassified as exhibiting LVEFs \<50% when the value exceeded 50% by 3D methods.

In the same study, LV volumes and LVEF generated from 3D echocardiography exhibited less variance than 2D echocardiography, but the investigators concluded that neither method reached the desired level of accuracy necessary to reliably identify 5% changes in LVEF that may be necessary to screen patients for LV dysfunction upon receipt of cardiotoxic chemotherapies ([@R28]). Because of an absence of acoustic window limitations and accurate determination of 3D volumes, LVEF measures obtained with CMR provide a nice alternative for identifying small changes in LVEF that may occur as a results of the receipt of potentially cardiotoxic chemotherapy used to treat cancer. In addition, CMR measures of LVEF are particularly useful when echocardiographic windows are difficult or echocardiographic LVEF quantification is borderline.

Recently, several consensus documents have proposed algorithms for using TTE to follow patients scheduled to receive anthracycline-based regimens. These clinical management algorithms suggest obtaining LVEF measurements at baseline, upon completion of therapy, and again 6 months after completing therapy. For those receiving trastuzumab, it is recommended to obtain baseline evaluations of LVEF with repeated assessments every 3 months during therapy ([@R14]). At present, CMR-derived algorithms have not been incorporated into these recommendations unless transthoracic echocardiographic images are of poor quality or a low LVEF assessment is obtained with TTE. It should be noted that CMR normative values for LVEF are higher than those obtained with TTE ([@R20]), and thus uncertainty remains as to the particular CMR-derived LVEF measurement that indicates the presence of myocardial injury due to a specific cancer treatment.

There are several concerns related to simply using a measure of LVEF to define the presence or absence of "cardiotoxicity" upon receipt of chemotherapy or radiation therapy. First, many cancer therapies, including radiation therapy, may induce processes (e.g., valvular or pericardial disease, myocellular injury, LV diastolic dysfunction, epicardial coronary artery or microcirculatory injury) that do not precipitate an early change in LVEF ([@R29],[@R30]). For example, upon receipt of potentially cardiotoxic chemotherapy, LV regional diastolic relaxation may decline prior to change in LVEF. It is important to note, however, that data regarding LV diastolic dysfunction secondary to cancer treatment are limited, and CMR assessment of diastolic dysfunction is used primarily in the research environment. Clinically, TTE is the more frequently used method to identify LV diastolic function.

Second, patients with high grades of myocellular injury on biopsy may not necessarily display marked changes in LVEF ([@R31]). LV longitudinal myocardial strain obtained with TTE may deteriorate prior to or occur along with asymptomatic LVEF depression ([@R18],[@R32]). Recent evidence suggests that LV global longitudinal strain (GLS) measured with feature-tracking CMR may also identify early LV dysfunction. Romano et al. ([@R33]) demonstrated that CMR-derived GLS was a strong, independent predictor of all-cause mortality in those with ischemic and nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy after accounting for both LVEF and late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) burden. Recent work by Jolly et al. ([@R34]) used short-axis cine imaging to measure 3-month serial changes in global LV circumferential strain with feature tracking in 72 patients under-going chemotherapy using automated segmentation ([@R34]). Global LV circumferential strain worsened in patients at 3 months ( 17.6 ± 3.1% vs. −18.8 ± 2.9%, p = 0.001) and was strongly correlated with changes in early subclinical declines in LVEF (r = 0.49, p \< 0.0001) ([@R34]).

Serial CMR measures of LV myocardial strain may also be accomplished by either spatial modulation of magnetization or displacement encoding with stimulated echoes techniques ([@R35],[@R36]). In a prospective study of 53 patients treated for breast cancer or hematologic malignancies, global LV circumferential strain measured by CMR deteriorated along with subclinical declines in LVEF within 1 to 6 months following the initiation of treatment with low to moderate doses of an anthracycline chemotherapeutic agent ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R27]). It is important to recognize that at present, CMR strain measures are not widely performed clinically. Future studies are needed to determine the prognostic value of abnormal GLS or circumferential myocardial strain by CMR in cardio-oncology patients.

Third, when assessing LVEF, one must consider whether a decline in LVEF occurs as a reduction in LVEDV or an increase in LVESV ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Meléndez et al. ([@R37]) studied 120 patients with adult cancer 3 months after the administration of chemotherapy and observed that in those with LVEF declines \>10%, nearly one-fifth experienced LVEF declines from isolated declines in LVEDV ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Online Videos 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [2](#SD7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [3](#SD8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [4](#SD9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In a subsequent analysis on a subset of these same subjects, Jordan et al. ([@R38]) observed that 16% of patients may experience deterioration in myocardial circumferential strain due to isolated declines in LVEDV ([@R38]). These data reflect the fact that LV myocardial strain measures (longitudinal, radial, or circumferential) are affected by LV pre-load and afterload. Patients receiving treatment for cancer can experience decreases in appetite, nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea, which re-duces LV pre-load (manifest by a decrease in LVEDV), which can promote decrements in LVEF and myocardial strain ([@R3],[@R4],[@R39]). These data under-score the importance of reviewing LVESV and LVEDV when assessing LVEF and myocardial strain as indexes of LV dysfunction.

INCREASED LV AFTERLOAD LEADING TO DECREASES IN LVEF. {#S4}
----------------------------------------------------

Once LVEF decline due to an increase in LVESV is identified, one must consider whether the increase in LVESV is related to an abnormality intrinsic or extrinsic to the LV myocardium. Increased LV after-load represents a condition that may promote an increase in LVESV related to a factor extrinsic to the LV myocardium. Examples of conditions that increase LV afterload include scenarios that promote aortic stiffening or increased vascular resistance resulting from the administration of anthracycline agents, tyrosine kinase inhibitors, or endothelium receptor antagonists ([@R3],[@R40]).

Aortic phase contrast imaging with CMR provides a noninvasive assessment of aortic flow and stiffness ([@R41]). Measurements obtained from phase contrast include pulse-wave velocity and aortic distensibility ([@R41]). With normal aging, these measures deteriorate as the aorta becomes less compliant and blood ejected from the left ventricle travels quicker through the vessel ([@R41],[@R42]). Several studies of patients with breast cancer and hematologic malignancies under-going chemotherapy treatment with anthracyclines, cyclophosphamide, and/or trastuzumab have shown elevated measures of pulse-wave velocity in the aorta and decreased ascending thoracic aortic distensibility ([@R27],[@R43],[@R44]). In another study of 29 patients with breast cancer receiving sequential anthracycline and trastuzumab treatment, aortic pulse-wave velocity increased 4 months after therapy but resolved 1 year thereafter ([@R44]). Anthracycline administration was associated with reduced ascending thoracic aortic distensibility ([@R44]). Although small in size, these prospective longitudinal studies demonstrate the potential utility of CMR to comprehensively evaluate vascular factors that may contribute to LV dysfunction.

INCREASES IN LVESV IN PATIENTS TREATED FOR CANCER. {#S5}
--------------------------------------------------

### Myocellular dysfunction. {#S6}

There are several etiologies of myocellular dysfunction that may contribute to LV dysfunction in patients receiving potentially cardiotoxicity chemotherapy: myocarditis, stress-induced cardiomyopathy, modulation of myocardial contractility, sepsis, and myocellular injury.

#### Myocarditis. {#S7}

Myocarditis, an inflammatory disorder involving cardiomyocytes, can manifest as an abnormality of a particular cardiac serum biomarker, fatigue, chest pain, heart failure, arrhythmias, or sudden death ([@R45]). Myocarditis may result from viral infection, bacterial infection, or an autoimmune disorder ([@R46]). For example, data suggest that fulminant myocarditis may result from exposure to checkpoint inhibitors, particularly when they are used in combination (e.g., the combination of ipilimumab and nivolumab yielding a 0.27% incidence of fulminant myocarditis per Bristol-Myers Squibb database) ([@R45],[@R47],[@R48]).

CMR is a useful modality for identifying myocardial inflammation related to myocarditis. In general, 4 types of tissue characterization imaging strategies are used to identify myocarditis: contrast enhanced T1-weighted imaging and noncontrast T2-weighted, T1 mapping, and T2 mapping sequences. A combination of CMR methods incorporating T1, T2, and LGE criteria has sensitivity of 76% and specificity of 96% for identifying myocarditis with pathological confirmation ([@R49],[@R50]). Tissue inflammation involves regional vasodilation, which results in an increased uptake of contrast agents during early phases. Therefore, the finding of increased early gadolinium enhancement using T1-weighted images is consistent with myocarditis ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). An alternative approach is to incorporate a T1-weighted segmented inversion-recovery gradient-echo sequence to improve the signal intensity contrast between diseased and healthy myocardial regions. This imaging strategy may further improve the contrast between healthy and inflamed myocardium.

Because inflammatory cell injury leads to increased permeability of cellular membranes, T2-weighted global and regional edema imaging may be used to identify acute myocardial inflammation ([@R6]). In cases of myocarditis, LGE imaging reveals either high signal intensity, a rimlike pattern in the septal wall, or a subepicardial, patchy distribution in the free LV lateral wall. In addition, the presence of LV dysfunction or pericardial effusion (using steady-state free precession imaging with T2 sensitivity) is supportive of suspected myocarditis ([@R6],[@R51]). In summary, differences in both signal intensity and distribution of enhancement with CMR tissue characterization techniques can identify myocarditis in patients with or surviving cancer.

Moslehi ([@R47]) demonstrated the appearance of autoimmune myocarditis has features similar to that observed from myocarditis related to an infectious etiology. A recent report by Mahmood et al. ([@R52]) describes an 8-center registry of myocarditis associated with immune checkpoint inhibitors. This new study indicates the prevalence of myocarditis was 1.14% with a median time of 34 days after initiating immunotherapy, more than twice that of an earlier study of myocarditis following immunotherapy ([@R48]). Although baseline screening electro-cardiographic or echocardiographic assessments did not provide useful risk assessment for developing myocarditis, electrocardiographic changes and elevated troponin were common after myocarditis diagnosis ([@R52]). LGE patterns typical of myocarditis (subepicardial, midwall, diffuse) were observed in 27 patients (77%) with no significant difference in pattern frequency between those with and without subsequent cardiac events ([@R52]). Although CMR LGE may aid in diagnosis of myocarditis, current data suggest that LGE patterns do not predict outcomes in this population.

#### Stress-induced cardiomyopathy. {#S8}

A cause of LV dysfunction in patients with malignancies includes the occurrence of stress-induced transient LV dysfunction syndrome (TLVDS), or takotsubo cardiomyopathy. In TLVDS, patients with cancer may experience a somewhat acute but often rapidly reversible form of LV systolic function in the absence or presence of other forms of cardiovascular disease ([@R53],[@R54]). This transient form of cardiomyopathy can mimic ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction in that patients can experience anginal-type chest pain, ST-segment changes, and LV regional wall motion abnormalities that more frequently but not exclusively involve the LV apex.

In 1 series of 50 patients with TLVDS compared with 50 age- and sex-matched patients who had experienced acute myocardial infarction, 18% of the patients with TLVDS had prior diagnoses of malignancy compared with fewer than 6% of those experiencing myocardial infarction ([@R55]). Importantly, as in other patients with TLVDS without cancer, it is pri-marily women with cancer who experience this condition as opposed to men.

The duration of cancer diagnosis to onset of TLVDS has ranged from \<1 to 19 years. TLVDS is associated with cancers of the lung, colorectal system, breast, skin (melanoma), bladder, and hematopoietic system (leukemia) ([@R53]--[@R55]). A second series of 141 subjects followed across 3 sites in Germany identified similar findings ([@R54]). In this particular population, 23.6% of patients experiencing TLVDS also exhibited concomitant cancer diagnoses. Last, 2 cases of TLVDS were associated with exposure to immune checkpoint inhibitors with CMR imaging ([@R56]). The second case involved a 77-year-old man with esophageal mela-noma who presented with acute heart failure 65 days after beginning immunotherapy with ipilimumab and nivolumab. Imaging patterns of TLVDS in this case ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Online Videos 5](#SD10){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [6](#SD11){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) included basal and mid-LV akinesis, an LVEF of 40%, absolute GLS of 8.7%, and diffuse myocardial edema identified by elevated T2 mapping values ([@R56]). Importantly, no significant corresponding coronary artery luminal narrowings were identified, and LV wall motion abnormalities resolved within 28 days of presentation ([@R56]).

At this particular time, the pathophysiological basis for TLVDS in patients with cancer is incompletely understood. In those without cancer, emotional stress has clearly been linked to this syndrome. In patients with cancer, the pathophysiological links are much less certain ([@R53]--[@R55]). Suggested possible precipitating factors of TLVDS in patients with cancer include a reduction in their susceptibility to perceived stress stimuli and cancer aggravation of cardiac adrenoreceptor sensitivity. It is well known that many patients with cancer experience increased circulating inflammatory mediators, including cytokines, free radicals, and catecholamines, which may heighten adrenoreceptor sensitivity and trigger TLVDS ([@R53]--[@R55]).

Using magnetic resonance, TLVDS is characterized by regional LV segmental akinesis that most frequently involves the LV apex ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). For those patients experiencing recovery of LV systolic function, LGE is often absent ([@R57]). In addition to patients with TLVDS experiencing increases in serum troponins, they may or may not experience increased signal on T2-weighted images or increased T2 mapping values ([@R58]). These particular imaging findings suggest a transient increase in water uptake within the myocardium that in other disease processes is consistent with an inflammatory condition.

In summary, it is important to recognize that TLVDS occurs in patients with cancer, resulting in LV dysfunction and an increase in LV myocardial T2 without LGE. The mechanisms associating TLVDS with cancer are incompletely understood.

#### Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 receptor blocker down-regulation of myocardial contractility. {#S9}

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) overexpression is identified in 25% of all breast cancers ([@R59]). Trastuzumab (Herceptin, Genentech, South San Francisco, California) targets the extracellular domain of ErbB2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2 and HER2 and has been shown to interrupt molecular pathways important to cardiovascular health. One proposed mechanism for trastuzumab-associated LVESV--mediated declines in LVEF involves inhibition of HER2 signaling in cell survival pathways in cardiomyocytes. These pathways inhibit apoptosis and maintain cardiac function and are unable to be activated without HER2. A significantly higher risk for cardiac dysfunction occurs in patients who received trastuzumab with anthracyclines (28%) compared with those with anthracyclines alone (10%) ([@R24]). Trastuzumab alone has not been found to cause cellular death, is not related to cumulative doses, and is at least partially reversible ([@R60]). Early detection of trastuzumab-related cardiac dysfunction is clinically advantageous, as withdrawal or discontinuation and initiation of beta-blockers and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors can reverse the effects ([@R61]).

Trastuzumab cardiotoxicity presents along a spectrum from asymptomatic decline in LVEF to symptomatic heart failure ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). A study by Fallah-Rad et al. ([@R62]) using CMR found that LVEDV and LVESV were increased at 12-month follow-up, with decrease in LVEF from 66 ± 5% to 47 ± 4%. A study by Hare et al. ([@R63]) reported slight decreases in longitudinal and radial strain rates after trastuzumab administration, with the earliest changes detected by the longitudinal dimension. For patients with breast cancer receiving anthracycline and trastuzumab, Sawaya et al. ([@R64]) found that assessing troponin levels concurrently with peak systolic longitudinal strain imaging after anthracycline exposure improved specificity versus troponin evaluation and strain imaging alone and is useful in the subsequent prediction of cardiotoxicity. In addition, Fallah-Rad et al. ([@R65]) observed that LGE using CMR detected early changes in the myocardium due to trastuzumab-related cardiotoxicity, though further study is required.

Trastuzumab cardiotoxicity, or HER2 receptor blocker down-regulation of myocardial contractility, is related to the immune-mediated destruction of cardiomyocytes caused by binding to the HER2 protein. Monitoring LVEF is the key recommendation from the U.K. National Cancer Research Institute, while evaluating cardiac health, with assessments occurring at baseline, before trastuzumab administration, and 4 and 8 months after treatment ([@R66]). Research is ongoing for the predictive value of CMR LGE and longitudinal and radial strain and strain rate as early detectors of cardiac damage ([@R67]--[@R71]).

#### Sepsis. {#S10}

Neutropenic fever is a harmful complication associated with the administration of chemotherapy that occurs in up to 5% to 10% of patients with solid tumors, 20% of those with hematologic malignancies, and 70% to 100% of those undergoing bone marrow transplantation ([@R72],[@R73]). Among those who develop neutropenic fever, 50% may develop sepsis, with 20% to 30% developing severe and 5% to 10% developing frank septic shock.

To date, relatively few CMR studies have been performed in all comers with sepsis, and there are virtually no reports of CMR in patients with cancer who develop sepsis. In patients with sepsis but without cancer, quantitative myocardial T2 values are elevated (\>59 ms), with increased signal intensity on T2-weighted and LGE along the LV epicardial surface with a gradation in signal intensity or T2 values from the epicardial to the endocardial surface ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}) ([@R74],[@R75]). Future studies are needed to describe CMR findings among patients with cancer with sepsis.

#### Therapy-related myocellular injury. {#S11}

Patients treated with one of several potentially cardiotoxic cancer therapies are at risk for developing myocellular injury. Anthracyclines are the prototypical agents associated with myocellular injury because of: 1) oxidative stress from reactive oxygen and nitrogen species ([@R15],[@R76],[@R77]); 2) deoxyribonucleic acid oxidant damage ([@R78]); 3) myocellular apoptosis ([@R76],[@R77]); and 4) down-regulation of myocellular GATA4 expression ([@R79]--[@R81]). Topoisomerase-IIb is also implicated as a mediator of myocellular anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity ([@R82]). In addition to detecting small changes in LVEF related to the administration of anthracyclines, several studies have investigated the utility of T1-weighted imaging using gadolinium contrast for detecting cardiotoxicity ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}). In an animal model of cardiotoxicity, Lightfoot et al. ([@R83]) demonstrated diffuse LGE with T1-weighted imaging in doxorubicin-treated animals prior to large declines in LVEF. This work was translated by Jordan et al. ([@R84]) and demonstrated similar patterns in T1-weighted enhancement in patients treated with anthracycline chemotherapies, with similar observations using quantitative T1 mapping techniques ([@R85]).

Mitochondrial dysfunction represents a hallmark of myocellular injury and anthracycline toxicity. CMR research studies are under way to identify changes in bioenergetics and mitochondrial capacity as determinants of fatigability and exercise intolerance using phosphorus spectroscopy in models of heart failure and cardiotoxicity ([@R85],[@R86]). Although not ready for clinical use, further research using CMR bioenergetics markers may provide key insights into myocellular injury of current and emerging cancer therapies in research settings.

### Factors within the myocardium but extrinsic to the myocyte affecting myocellular contractility. {#S12}

#### Infiltrative disorders. {#S13}

Two infiltrative cardiomyopathies have been more frequently observed in patients with malignancies: amyloid and iron overload. Primary or light-chain amyloidosis is an abnormal accumulation of extracellular protein deposits that when occurring in the myocardium can impair excitation-contraction coupling mechanical dysfunction ([@R87]). Primary cardiac amyloid associated with multiple myeloma may present with symptoms of fatigue, signs of weight loss, and a restrictive cardiomyopathy ([@R87]--[@R90]). Primary cardiac amyloid findings from CMR images include concentric LV wall thickening and increased myocardial tissue volume from amyloid deposition (without myocellular hypertrophy) ([Table 9](#T9){ref-type="table"}). Also, subendocardial or diffuse and patchy LGE ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Online Videos 7](#SD12){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [8](#SD13){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) may be present. Importantly, tissue characterization with quantitative T1 mapping can differentiate amyloid from noninfiltrative hypertrophy ([@R91]). It is important to note that up to one-third of patients with amyloidosis may experience 1 of several vascular complications, including intracardiac thrombi or embolic events involving the pulmonic, mesenteric, iliac, brachial, or vascular territory (even in the setting of a preserved LVEF) ([@R92],[@R93]). LGE and magnetic resonance angiography ([@R10]) may be useful in evaluating these vascular complications.

Iron-overload cardiomyopathy results from iron accumulation in the myocardial tissue and may occur after multiple blood transfusions for aplastic anemia or myelodysplasia ([@R87]). This syndrome also occurs in those with hemochromatosis and hepatocellular cancer who present with a dilated cardiomyopathy ([@R87]).

CMR imaging is useful to diagnosis iron-overload cardiomyopathy because T2\* characteristics are strongly influenced by the increased accumulation of iron in the LV myocardial tissue, which causes rapid dephasing and signal loss. T2\* mapping with CMR should be considered in oncology patients who may have iron-overload cardiomyopathy. Anderson et al. ([@R9]) found that a normal myocardial T2\* was 52 ± 16 ms, with lower T2\* values indicative of increased iron deposition, and furthermore that a T2\* \<20 ms was associated with progressive and significant decline in systolic function in patients with iron overload ([Table 10](#T10){ref-type="table"}). Serial examinations with CMR may be used for noninvasive monitoring of resolution of iron overload after treatment.

#### Interstitial myocardial fibrosis. {#S14}

Myocardial fibrosis due to collagen deposition from acute or chronic disease is associated with several forms of cancer treatment, including the administration of anthracycline chemotherapy, trastuzumab, and radiation therapy ([@R65],[@R94],[@R95]). Increases in interstitial fibrosis can impair both LV diastolic and systolic function. Quantitative assessments of interstitial myocardial fibrosis may be assessed using mapping techniques and are noted by increased native T1 and extracellular volume (ECV) fraction measures ([@R7],[@R96]). ECV fraction measures are obtained by acquiring T1 assessments before and after GBCA administration and accounting for heart rate and serum hemoglobin ([@R7],[@R96]). Anthracycline cardiotoxicity has been associated with diffuse myocardial fibrosis in animal models ([@R97],[@R98]) and identified with CMR in cancer survivors and those currently undergoing treatment ([@R94],[@R99],[@R100]). Additionally, these patients may have underlying cardiovascular diseases (hypertension, aortic stenosis, diabetes) that also promote diffuse fibrosis, which also may increase myocardial ECV fraction. It is important to understand the shared risk factors between cancer and cardiovascular disease as well as the medical history of an oncology patient when determining if myocardial fibrosis is associated with cancer treatment.

Among 42 adult cancer survivors previously treated with anthracyclines (mean age 55 ± 17 years, 17% treated for breast cancer) undergoing CMR examination for clinical reasons (heart failure or atrial fibrillation) over a median of 89 ± 40 months after receipt of anthracycline-based chemotherapy, LV myocardial ECV fraction was elevated compared with healthy control subjects (36 ± 3% vs. 28 ± 2%, p \< 0.0001) ([@R94]). Furthermore, the ECV fraction was higher among survivors with reduced LVEFs compared with survivors with preserved LVEFs (38 ± 3% vs. 36 ± 2%, p = 0.03) suggesting that there may be an association between a progressive increase in LV myocardial ECV and LVEF decline after the receipt of anthracycline-based chemotherapy. In studies of asymptomatic pediatric survivors treated with anthracyclines, ECV was not universally elevated above normal values for age, but elevated ECV associations were observed in those with exercise intolerance, prior receipt of high cumulative doses of anthracycline-based chemotherapy, or extensive LV remodeling. Additionally, focal regions of fibrosis were observed in some childhood cancer survivors ([@R95],[@R101]). The prognostic significance of these findings is unknown.

More recently, in a cross-sectional analysis of 3 groups of patients---3-year post-anthracycline-treated cancer survivors, newly diagnosed and untreated patients with cancer, and healthy subjects without cancer---native T1 and ECV were higher in previously treated cancer survivors after accounting for demographics, cardiovascular risk factors, and other markers of myocardial remodeling (p \< 0.01 for all) ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R85]). Three years after treatment, this study suggests that elevated ECV is associated with prior receipt of anthracycline-based chemotherapy. Future studies are needed to determine whether anthracycline recipients with elevated ECV fraction experience higher rates of cardiovascular events as opposed to cancer survivors.

Additionally, patterns of fibrosis (focal or diffuse) provide strong insight into the origin of underlying disease when quantified or visualized using mapping techniques or LGE imaging ([@R96]). Mixed reports of the occurrence and patterns of LGE have been reported among those receiving treatment for breast cancer with anthracyclines, adjuvant trastuzumab, and/or radiotherapy ([@R27],[@R62],[@R65],[@R84],[@R102]--[@R105]). This is most likely due to the heterogeneity of patient populations and confounding.

#### Myocardial perfusion deficits. {#S15}

The administration of many cancer therapies, including anthracyclines, 5-fluorouracil, vinblastine, vincristine, and cyclophosphamide, has been shown to injure the vascular endothelium ([@R3],[@R106]--[@R108]). This injury impairs the endothelial release of nitric oxide to the vascular smooth muscle during times of increased blood flow. Over the long term, a damaged endothelium is susceptible to further injury from accelerated atherosclerosis. The LV perfusion reserve affects the left ventricle's ability to increase the supply of oxygenated blood during stressful periods with increased oxygen demand (such as with exercise).

CMR can perform both quantitative and semi-quantitative assessments of myocardial perfusion reserve through contrasted stress examinations with agents such as adenosine ([@R109],[@R110]). Patients with cancer may also experience deficits to myocardial perfusion due to aging and atherosclerosis ([@R111],[@R112]). At present, CMR perfusion studies have not been performed extensively in patients treated for or surviving cancer.

RIGHT VENTRICULAR DYSFUNCTION {#S16}
=============================

CMR imaging is of particular value relative to other imaging modalities such as echocardiography in the evaluation of suspected right ventricular (RV) dysfunction in patients with cancer. RV dysfunction in patients with cancer or surviving cancer may be due to primary or metastatic neoplasms or secondary to chemotherapy ([@R14]). Imaging of RV dysfunction primarily involves cine white-blood imaging in the axial and sagittal planes for assessment of volumes and ejection fraction ([Table 11](#T11){ref-type="table"}). Although tissue characterization techniques may be possible in some situations, they may suffer from inadequate spatial resolution due to the relatively thin wall of the right ventricle.

Most studies describing RV dysfunction in patients with cancer involve survivors of pediatric cancers and malignancies who were treated with anthracycline-based chemotherapy. In a study of 62 pediatric survivors (mean age at CMR 14.6 years, ≥ 5 years post-treatment), 80% of participants demonstrated either abnormal or subnormal RV ejection fraction (RVEF): 27% and 53%, respectively ([@R113]). Similar findings of impairment in RVEF have been observed in pediatric survivors late after cancer treatment in which RVEF averaged \<50% in the studied population ([@R114]). More recently in a study of 41 adult patients with breast cancer treated with trastuzumab, transient changes in RV function were observed prospectively with CMR. Compared with baseline, RVEFs were reduced at 6 and 12 months after initiating trastuzumab with near resolution at the 18-month CMR examination ([@R115]). In this study, the changes in RVEF occurred independent of changes in LVEF ([@R115]) and demonstrate the utility of CMR examinations to identify RV dysfunction in patients with cancer. The prognostic importance of RV dysfunction in patients with cancer is unknown.

ANTHRACYCLINE-ASSOCIATED DECLINES IN LV MASS {#S17}
============================================

Increasingly it is recognized that prior anthracycline exposure is associated with future declines in LV mass. Potential etiologies for this decline include myocellular injury or death with or without the occurrence of intracellular fibrosis, or myocardial progenitor cell population depletion ([@R27]). CMR can quantify LV mass in an accurate, reproducible manner implementing 1 of several 3D image acquisition strategies that involve a modified Simpson's rule method of analysis ([@R10]).

Among 91 long-term cancer survivors who received anthracyclines, adverse cardiovascular events occurred more frequently in those receiving higher doses of anthracyclines during treatment and who subsequently developed larger declines in LV mass ([@R103]). In multivariate analysis, LV mass was the strongest predictor of admission for decompensated heart failure, implantable cardiovascular defibrillator therapy, or cardiovascular death (p \< 0.001) ([@R103]). In a second study of 61 patients undergoing anthracycline chemotherapy, declines in LV mass, and not LVEF, 6 months after initiating chemotherapy were indepen-dently associated with worsening heart failure ([@R116]). Results from studies such as this suggest that further research should be performed to investigate the impact of potential cardiotoxic chemotherapy on LV mass. CMR may have an important role in this research, as with tissue characterization techniques, one may be able to differentiate the etiology of LV mass declines (e.g., myocellular injury, decreases in myocellular size \[[@R117]\], or changes in the amount of interstitial fibrosis relative to myocyte number or size).

ADDITIONAL CMR EVALUATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH CANCER {#S18}
==================================================

It is important to recognize that CMR may be useful to assess conditions other than those that are necessarily related to LV or RV myocardial contractility or relaxation. These additional evaluations include assessment of pericardial disease and valvular disease or identification of myocardial masses.

PERICARDIAL DISEASE ASSESSMENT. {#S19}
-------------------------------

There are 3 primary considerations for using CMR to evaluate pericardial disease among patients with or receiving treatment for cancer: 1) tumor invasion of the parietal or visceral pericardium that may or may not be complicated by the concomitant presence of a pericardial effusion; 2) the development of pericardial inflammation or pericarditis; and 3) evaluation or exclusion of pericardial constriction (e.g., after external beam radiation) ([@R118]--[@R121]).

To identify either of these processes, dark-blood structural and cine white-blood functional imaging is often implemented to visualize the pericardial space and the effects of respiration on RV and LV septal motion and systolic and diastolic function ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [Online Video 9](#SD14){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table 12](#T12){ref-type="table"}). These pieces of information are very useful for identifying hemodynamic consequences associated with pericardial tamponade or constriction ([@R118]--[@R122]).

The application of myocardial tagging techniques may be used to confirm adherence of the visceral to the parietal pericardium in patients with limited cardiac contraction and relaxation due to pericardial constriction. Additionally, T1 and T2 mapping methodologies may facilitate identification of hemorrhagic versus nonhemorrhagic effusions. This latter feature is valuable when evaluating malignant pericardial effusions due to metastatic cancer from the breast, lung, or lymphatic system.

Both T1 mapping and coordination of T1-weighted imaging with the first-pass arrival of gadolinium contrast into both the myocardium and pericardial space can help differentiate invasive tumors from other structures within the pericardial space ([@R118]--[@R122]). Differentiating pericardial inflammation from fibrosis in the presence of pericarditis is difficult, even with CMR imaging. It has been shown, however, that pericardial LGE is most frequently associated with pericardial inflammation frequently associated with pericardial inflammation ([@R123]),, whereas end-stage or chronic fibrotic constrictive pericarditis does not enhance after contrast but may show morphologic findings of constriction ([@R124]).

EVALUATION OF VALVE LEAFLETS. {#S20}
-----------------------------

Transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography are the most widely used imaging methodologies used to identify heart valve--related abnormalities ([@R125]). In patients with cancer who may also experience valvular heart disease, CMR has an American College of Cardiology/ American Heart Association Class I indication for assessing the severity of mitral and aortic regurgitation or aortic stenosis, particularly when echocardiographic assessments are inadequate or uncertain ([@R126]). Valvular stenosis or regurgitation may arise as a complication of primary invasion of a tumor into the valve apparatus or after the administration of radiation therapy and can be appreciated with CMR ([Table 13](#T13){ref-type="table"}). In addition to these indications, CMR may be helpful to assess the etiology of masses on the valve leaflets themselves, as described further in the next section.

IDENTIFICATION OF CARDIAC MASSES AND TUMORS. {#S21}
--------------------------------------------

CMR evaluation of cardiac and extracardiac masses is helpful for identifying primary cardiac tumors, metastatic foci, thrombi, and infectious abscesses ([@R127]). When performing a CMR study to assess cardiac masses, one can locate determine the etiology and assess the functional importance of the mass on cardiac performance ([@R128],[@R129]). Visualizing and comparing the behavior of voxels within the mass with these various imaging techniques allows the differentiation of cardiac tumors from thrombi ([@R127]--[@R131]).

Masses are identified with both dark- and white-blood imaging methods followed by cine gradient-echo or steady-state free precision imaging to assess functional importance ([Table 14](#T14){ref-type="table"}) ([@R129]). After locating the mass, a combination of T1-, T2-, and T2\*-weighted images with or without selective hydrogen imaging (fat or water saturation), and in some cases gadolinium contrast (assessing early and late enhancement), is performed ([@R128]). Pazos-Lopez et al. ([@R128]) and Caspar et al. ([@R127]) provided detailed reviews of CMR differentiation among thrombi, benign masses, and malignant masses. Briefly, compared with thrombi, cardiac tumors are larger in size, demonstrate heterogeneous tissue composition, and show a higher frequency of first-pass perfusion and LGE because of vascularity and contrast uptake ([@R128]). A right atrial thrombus from a catheter tip in a patient receiving chemotherapy is shown in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [Online Videos 10](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [11](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [12](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [13](#SD5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [14](#SD6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Compared with benign tumors, malignant cardiac tumors are larger, cross tissue structures and boundaries, and are more likely to have positive LGE and first-pass perfusion findings on CMR examination ([Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R128]).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS {#S22}
=================

Moving forward, there are several unanswered questions in the emerging field of cardio-oncology for which CMR may play an important role. First, it is increasingly recognized that exercise intolerance and fatigue contribute to cardiovascular morbidity among those with or surviving cancer ([@R132],[@R133]). For many years, it was believed that reductions in exercise-associated cardiac output due to diminished LV performance were the primary contributor to decreased exercise capacity in those treated for cancer ([@R134]). However, recent data suggest that reductions in exercise-associated arteriovenous oxygen difference may also contribute to the reduction in exercise capacity ([@R135]). This abnormality may result from vascular or skeletal muscle injury due to cancer treatments or overall inactivity while receiving cancer therapy. The utility of CMR exercise protocols in which both resting and exercise-associated cardiac output and arteriovenous oxygen difference measurements may facilitate understanding the etiology of exercise intolerance and fatigue in patients with and surviving cancer ([@R136]).

Second, several cancer therapeutic agents (e.g., anthracyclines) are known to inflict mitochondrial injury in the cardiomyocyte. Two opportunities exist with CMR to investigate their function. One involves using multinuclear phosphorus spectroscopy to assess myocardial adenosine triphosphate/phosphocreatine ratio as a measure of bioenergetics in the heart ([@R137]). The second opportunity involves similar phosphorus bioenergetic assessments in the skeletal muscle ([@R138]). Perhaps disorders of skeletal muscle energetics could be contributing to exercise intolerance experienced by patients with cancer.

Third, it is increasingly recognized that many patients treated for cancer experience cognitive dysfunction ([@R139]). At present, the mechanism of cognitive decline in patients with cancer is not well described. In other disease processes, the combination of cardiac large-vessel (aorta) and cerebral microcirculatory and central nervous system structural imaging has been implemented to identify large-and small-vessel vascular disorders associated with cognitive decline ([@R140]). As yet, these techniques have not been implemented in patients with cancer. Investigations using these techniques may provide insight into the cognitive decline observed in patients with cancer.

Finally, CMR measures have not been readily adopted into position or guideline statements related to the management of patients receiving potentially cardiotoxic or renovascular-toxic cancer treatments. As CMR-derived measures of myocardial mass, mapping, and vascular function become more wide-spread, research to determine the optimal incorporation of these measures into statements related to management of patients with cancer are warranted.

CONCLUSIONS {#S23}
===========

An increasing number of patients with or receiving treatment for cancer or malignancies are at increased risk for cardiovascular events during and after treatment involving a spectrum of conditions. This includes subclinical and overt clinical cardiovascular disease involving the pericardium or the heart itself. Through the assessment of cardiac anatomy, function, blood flow, T1 and T2 mapping, or 1 of several gadolinium-based tissue characterization techniques, CMR is proving useful to non-invasively assess and characterize the extent and severity of these cardiac abnormalities. The information provided by CMR offers the opportunity to institute therapy that maximizes cardiovascular performance and thereby enable reductions in the overall morbidity experienced by patients with cancer. In addition, new research opportunities exist with CMR that may provide information pertaining to the mechanisms by which exercise intolerance and cognitive dysfunction are related to cancer therapeutics. Additional research will be helpful to determine how to best integrate CMR measures into guidelines used to direct therapy to preserve cardiovascular function in patients with or receiving treatment for cancer.
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###### 

Categories for Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Cardio-Oncology

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy                                                   Function                                                    Tissue Characterization
  --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  • Dark-blood T1-weighted imaging\                         • Cine white-blood SSFP imaging in short-axis view\         Noncontrasted\
  • Dark-blood T2-weighted imaging\                          (left ventricle) or axial orientation (right ventricle)\   • Fat/water separation imaging to identify pericardium\
  • Single- and multiphase white-blood SSFP\                 for assessment of wall motion abnormalities and\            and distinguish from surrounding fat\
   imaging in long-axis chamber views, short-axis\           calculation of end-diastolic volume, end-systolic\         • Native T1 mapping[\*](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"}\
   (for left ventricle), and axial (for right ventricle)\    volume, stroke volume, ejection fraction, and mass\        • T2 mapping[\*](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"}\
   orientations to define endocardial border\               • Real-time cine white-blood imaging to evaluate\           • T2\* mapping[\*](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"}\
  • Fat/water separation imaging to identify\                function and identify ventricular independence and\        Contrasted\
   pericardium and distinguish from\                         septal shift in the setting of pericardial constriction\   • Contrast-enhanced T1 mapping for ECV calculation[\*](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"}\
   surrounding fat                                          • Phase-contrast assessment of valvular regurgitation\      • Late gadolinium enhancement imaging to assess\
                                                             or stenosis\                                                ○ Patterns of enhancement in myocardium\
                                                            • Short- and long-axis strain imaging (tagged or\            ○ Extent of fibrosis or inflammation\
                                                             feature-tracking methods)                                   ○ Pericardial tumor invasion\
                                                                                                                         ○ Valve mass (with and without prolonged inver-\
                                                                                                                          sion time)

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Imaging sequences are categorized into use for anatomic, functional, and tissue characterization applications.

Specialized imaging sequences used less in daily clinical practice that may be available only for research purposes at some centers.

ECV = extracellular volume; SSFP = steady-state free precession.

###### 

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods to Assess the Left Ventricle in Cardio-Oncology

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Left Ventricle
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy\
   •  Single-phase white-blood imaging in 2-, 3-, and 4-chamber views\
   •  Cine white-blood imaging in short-axis orientation for assessment of LVEDV, LVESV,\
     stroke volume, LVEF, and LV mass

  Function/flow\
   •  Cine white-blood imaging in short-axis orientation for assessment of LV wall motion\
     abnormalities\
   •  Short- and long-axis strain imaging (tagged or feature-tracking methods)

  Tissue characterization\
   •  Native T1, T2, and T2\* mapping\
   •  Late gadolinium enhancement imaging\
   •  Post-gadolinium contrast-enhanced T1 mapping
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LV = left ventricular; LVEDV = left ventricular end-diastolic volume; LVEF = left ventricular ejection fraction; LVESV = left ventricular end-systolic volume.

###### 

Left Ventricular Ejection Fraction Decreases and Reported Cardiotoxicity Are Variable in Serial Imaging Studies of Women With Breast Cancer Treated With Anthracyclines by Different Imaging Modalities

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Imaging Modality\                                           n,\     \% Breast\   Age,\                 Treatment            Follow-Up,\   Baseline\             Follow-Up\            LVEF\        CT
  First Author (Ref. \#)                                      Total   Cancer       yrs                                        months        LVEF, %               LVEF, %               Decline, %   
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------------ --------------------- -------------------- ------------- --------------------- --------------------- ------------ --------------
  MUGA                                                                                                                                                                                               

   Cottin et al. ([@R141])                                    60      47           50 ([@R23]--[@R72])   Anthracycline        1             57 ± 5                55 ± 6                2            NR

   Lapinska et al. ([@R142])                                  71      100          53 ([@R38]--[@R71])   Anthracycline +\     6             62.7 ± 4.4            59.5 ± 6.1            3            NR
                                                                                                         cyclophosphamide\                                                                           
                                                                                                         (n = 47)                                                                                    

                                                                                                         Anthracycline +\                   63.7 ± 5.2            61.7 ± 5.3            2            
                                                                                                         docetaxel (n = 24)                                                                          

   Feola et al. ([@R143])                                     53      100          55 ([@R28]--[@R73])   Anthracycline        24            63.9 ± 4.8            53.1 ± 6.6            11           n = 13 (25%)

  Echocardiography                                                                                                                                                                                   

   Fallah-Rad et al. ([@R62])                                 42      100          47 ± 9                Anthracycline +\     6             62 ± 5 (normal\       64 ± 4 (normal\       No decline   n = 10 (24%)
                                                                                                         trastuzumab                        LVEF, n = 32)         LVEF, n = 32)                      

                                                                                                                                            64 ± 3 (CT, n = 10)   42 ± 4 (CT, n = 10)   22           

   Stoodley et al. ([@R144])                                  52      100          49 ± 9                Anthracycline        4--6          58.6 ± 2.6            56.0 ± 2.8            No decline   n = 0 (0%)

  CMR                                                                                                                                                                                                

   Fallah-Rad et al. ([@R62])                                 42      100          47 ± 9                Anthracycline +\     12            65 ± 3 (normal\       63 ± 5 (normal\       No decline   n = 10 (24%)
                                                                                                         trastuzumab                        LVEF, n = 32)         LVEF, n = 32)                      

                                                                                                                                            66 ± 5 (CT, n = 10)   47 ± 4 (CT, n = 10)   22           

   Drafts et al. ([@R27])[\*](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}     53      42           50 ± 2                Anthracycline        6             58 ± 1                53 ± 1                5            n = 14 (26%)

   Chaosuwannakit et al. ([@R43])                             40      48           52 ± 11               Anthracycline        4             58.6 ± 6.3            53.9 ± 6.4            5            NR

   Wassmuth et al. ([@R26])[\*](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}   22      36           43 ([@R17]--[@R66])   Anthracycline        1             67.8 ± 1.4            58.9 ± 1.9            9            n = 6 (27%)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Values are median (range) or mean ± SD unless otherwise noted.

Mean ± SE.

CMR = cardiovascular magnetic resonance; CT = cardiotoxicity; LVEF = left ventricular ejection fraction; MUGA = multiple gated acquisition ventriculography; NR = not reported.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Myocarditis

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Rimlike pattern of LGE in septal wall or patchy, subepicardial LGE in LV\
    lateral wall

  Presence of LV dysfunction or pericardial effusion

  Global or regional T2-weighted enhancement of left ventricle
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

LGE = late gadolinium enhancement; LV = left ventricular.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Stress-Induced Cardiomyopathy

  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  LV segmental akinesis on cine imaging, most frequently involving\
    the apex

  Absence of LGE
  -------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations as in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of HER2 Receptor Blocker Down-Regulation of Contractility

  --------------------------------------------------------------------
  Decrease in LVEF or myocardial strain with history of trastuzumab\
    treatment

  May also have focal LGE
  --------------------------------------------------------------------

HER2 = human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; other abbreviations as in [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Sepsis

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Increased T2w or T2 (\>59 ms) and LGE signal intensity with gradation\
    from epicardial to endocardial surface

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------

T2w = T2-weighted; other abbreviations as in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Myocellular Injury

  --------------------------------------------------
  Declines in LVEF or myocardial strain
  May also have diffuse LGE or increased T1 or ECV
  --------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations as in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, and [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Amyloid

  ---------------------------------------------------------------
  Concentric LV wall thickening without myocellular hypertrophy
  Subendocardial or diffuse LGE
  Elevated native T1 and ECV
  ---------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations as in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Key Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Features of Iron Overload

  ---------------------------------------
  Reduced myocardial T2 and T2\* values
  ---------------------------------------

###### 

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods to Assess the Right Ventricle in Cardio-Oncology

  ------------------------------------------------------------------
  Right ventricle
  ------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy

     Single-phase white-blood imaging in chamber views

     Cine white-blood imaging in axial orientation for assessment\
      of RVEDV, RVESV, stroke volume, and RVEF

  Function/flow

     Cine white-blood imaging in axial orientation for assessment\
      of RVEDV, RVESV, stroke volume, and RVEF

  Tissue characterization

     Native T1, T2, and T2\* mapping

     Late gadolinium enhancement imaging

     Post-gadolinium contrast-enhanced T1 mapping
  ------------------------------------------------------------------

RV = right ventricular; RVEDV = right ventricular end-diastolic volume; RVESV = right ventricular end-systolic volume.

###### 

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods to Assess Pericardial Disease in Cardio-Oncology

  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  Pericardial disease
  -------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy

     Dark-blood T1-weighted imaging for anatomy

     Fat/water separation imaging to identify pericardium and\
      distinguish from surrounding fat

  Function/flow

     Cine white-blood imaging (real time) to evaluate function and\
      identify septal shift

  Tissue characterization

     Fat/water separation imaging to identify pericardium and\
      distinguish from surrounding fat

     Late gadolinium enhancement imaging to assess for pericardial\
      tumor invasion
  -------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods to Assess the Valve Leaflets in Cardio-Oncology

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Valve leaflets
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy

     Dark-blood T1-weighted imaging for anatomy

  Function/flow

     Cine white-blood imaging

     Phase-contrast assessment of valvular regurgitation or stenosis

  Tissue characterization

     Native T1 and T2 mapping

     Late gadolinium enhancement imaging of valve mass with and without\
      prolonged inversion time
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging Methods to Assess Cardiac Masses in Cardio-Oncology

  --------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cardiac Masses
  --------------------------------------------------------------------
  Anatomy

     Dark-blood T1-weighted imaging with and without fat saturation

  Function/flow

     Cine white-blood imaging

  Tissue characterization

     Native T1, T2, and T2\* mapping in at least 2 orthogonal planes

     Gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted first-pass perfusion imaging

     Late gadolinium enhancement of mass with and without prolonged\
      inversion time

     Post-gadolinium contrast-enhanced T1 mapping
  --------------------------------------------------------------------
